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1. The Final Report for Tasks I and 2 of ARI Contract No. MDA903-83-C-0504
will address, among other topics, the functional requirements for SIMCAT.
These functional requirements were provided to Perceptronics after they
were approved by the COR.

2. The functional requirements were reviewed during a SIMCAT meeting held at
the ARI Fort Knox Field Unit on 6 March 1984. At that time the comment
was made by MAJ E.L. Wagner, CAORA, and Chet Childs, Perceptronics, that
the description of the functional requirements was exemplary and should be
made available to others as a model of how functionil requirements for
battle simulations ought to be prepared.

3. As a result of this comment, H',4tRRO has prepared a Professional Paper con-
taining the functional requirements for SIMCAT. Except for the addition
of an introduction explaining the purpose of the paper (attached), it is
identical to the Working Paper that was prepared by HumRRO, approved by
ARI, and given to Perceptronics during the project meeting that was held
in Leavenworth, Kansas on 13 April 1984.

4. It is requested that ARI approve HumRRO publication of the Professional
Paper and authorize it for unlimited distribution.

PERI-IK 23 May 84 Approved: D.M. Kristiansen, COR
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PREFATORY NOTE
Faced with the enormous reponsibility of training soldiers to defeat an adversary who will both

outnumber and outgun them on the battlefield, the Army training and rsearch communities have adopted
various training initiatives. Among these is the development of computer based and computer -misted battle
simulations. Since a battle simulation can serve as a cost-effective bridge between classroom and fed t ainng
the development of battle simulations is expected to continue well into the future. One problem the Army
training and research community has experienced in the paest has been the conveyance of user requirements to
system developers, perhaps the most critical step in the development of any automated system. Battle simulation
requirements that are poorly stated or that are not stated at all can result in products that fail to attend to
required training objectives.

The purpose of this paper is to document an approach that can be applied by the training and research
community to convey to the system developer how a new battle simulation must function in order to play an
effective role in training. To accomplish this purpose, the functional requirements for an actual battle simulation
are presented. These requirements were prepared by HumRRO during the development of SIMCAT
(SMulaion in Combined Arms Training), a battle simulation being developed for the U.S. Army Research
Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI). The approach to the development, format, content, and
purpose of the functional requirements for SIMCAT is presented in detal It is intended that the contents of this
paper serve as a model for the development of functional requirements for future battle simulations so that they

. can be accurately communicated to the actual system developers.
It should be noted that no classified information was referenced or in any other way used to develop this

document. AS A RESULT, NO CLASSIFIED INFORMATION IS CONTAINED IN THIS PAPER.
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INTRODUCTION

AirLand Battle doctrin advocates incresed l ization of command and control during combat It isr anticipated that platoon leadem company commanders, and other leaders of small combat units will have
greater latitude in exercising initiative durng military operations than such leaden have had in the past. This
xpctmion is, in part, the result of a need to maintain greater dispersion among units as a defense against the

. increased lethality of opposition force (OPFOR) weapon systems, especially NBC (Nuclear, Biological and
Chemical) weapons, and as a consequence of OPFOR interference in battlefield command and controL It is
also due, in part, to the need for commanders at all levels to exploit existing opportunities in order to
compensate for OPFOR superority in manpower and weapon systems. These commandes must be able to
deva from initial plans as events unfoldwhle they fulfil their functions in the overall mission in order to
ensure the success of that mission. In short, laders must not only maintain an offensive spirit on the batlefield,
they must be able to out-think and out-maneuver the enemy.

The successful implementation of AirLand Battle doctrine requires highly trained soldiem. Given the
lethality of modem weapon systems, soldiers must know how to fight and their leaders must know how to P
command before the battle ever begins. The use of the battlefield as a training ground is no longer feasible given
the relatively low probability that untraied soldiaers can survive the short but highly intensive battles that
characterize modem warfar .

While the need for highly trained soldien has increased, the difficulties involved in meeting this need have
increased as well. Resources such as fuel, ammunition, and equipment have become so costly that field exercise
tramnsig has become prohibitively expensive. At the same tim training areas have become sufficiently scar. .
that it is often difficult to find terrain on which to train soldiers to make maximum use of the speed, firepower,
and operating range of modem weapon systems.

As a result of problems such as these, the Army has explored the use of tactical engagement simulation..
SCOPES (Squad Combat Operation Exercis Simulation) used inexpensive hardware to enable two opposing
infantry forces to actively engage one another in a free-play environment SCOPES was later expanded to
include armor/anti-armor with the development of REALTRAIN (Realistic Training), and these systems
eventually evolved into MILES (Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System) in which laser systems were;' used to assess battlfield casualties in real time. '•

While the use of tactical enggement simulations has enabled the Army to overcome many of the
problems involved in prearing soldiers for combat, many of these problems remain unsolved. Land is still
scarce, and fuel continues to be consumed at a rapid rate during tactical engagement simulation field exercises.
In addition, extensive use of military equipment for training shortens the combat life of the equipment and
escalates their maintenanc requirements.

One solution to these problems is to use battle simulations to supplement some of the training that would
otherwise be conducted in the field. Battle simulations such as Dunn Kempf, ARTBASS (Army Training Battle
Simulation System), and BABAS (Battalion Automated Battle Simulation) already have proved to be highly
useful in training soldiers at all echelons from platoons to corps. With recent advances in technology, moreover,
the costs involved in developing battle simulations have decreased dramatically while their capabilities have
actually increased. Given these cost reductions and increased capabilities, it is likely that the efforts to develop
new battle simulations will continue into the future.
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Because of the complexity of the technology involved in designing battle simulations, particularly in
designing computer based and/or computer assisted simulations, the users of these products must rely on "hi
tech" specialists for their development. This reliance crates a potential problem which can have unfortunate
consequences for training. Unless the user is sufficiently involved in the design of the battle simulation, the-
resulting product may not perform in a way that is conducive to good training. Due to the costs and efforts
involved in the development of the product, the simulation would probably have to be used regardless of its
merits. All too often it is the design of the simulation that determines how training is conducted rather than the
other way around.

The solution to this dilemma is for the user to carefully specify in advance the functional requirements for
the battle simulation. That is, the user must describe in detail how the battlefield situation is to be represented
by the simulation and what processes must be included to enable soldiers to perform the actions they would
normally perform during combat. If the battle simulation were to be an exact duplication of the battlefield
situation, perhaps this would not be dificult. However, duplicating a battlefield situation would be both
prolbitively expensive and highly undesirable. Many of the characteristics involved in the actual battlefield
may have no relationship to critical training objectives, and the costs involved in replicating them would be
wasted. Moreover, total fidelity may actually interfere with the learning process and should probably be
avoided.

Since the military user should know best how the simulation should be used during training, it is this
person who should descnbe the functional requirements. Unfortunately, this task can be difficult to perform.
The user, particularly one who is unfamiliar with specifying requirements for automated systems, may have
difficulty identifying the types of funions that must be represented in a battle simulation and in specifying the
exact requirements for each function. As a result, the user will often leave it to the discretion of the developer to
determine the specific representations and processes that will be incorporated into the simulation. Consequently,
the developer, rather than the user, all too often will determine how the simulation is to be used in training. The
unfortunate result of this sequence is that the user may learn once the system is completed that it does not
function in the way that had been anticipated. By the time this realization occurs, it is usually too late for
modifications to be made without incurring additional costs and delays.
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PURPOSE

'The purpose of this paper is to present a model that can be of help to military users who have to prepare
fumctional requirements for battle simulations. The particular functoilal requirements are for a battle simulation p
that will be used to conduct research on arning command, control, and communications (C') skills among the
four leaders of a tank platoon (Le., the platoon leader, the platoon sergeant, and the two tank commanders)
during tae performance of combined arms operations. This battle simulation, SIMCAT (.S.iulation in
Combined Arms Trining, is being developed for the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences (ARI) by the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) under contract MDA903-
83-C-0504 with Perceptronima as a subcontractor. The functional requirements were prepared for ARI by
HumRRO and were provided to Perceptronics for the hardware/software development of SIMCAT.

While these functional requirements are specific to the development of SIMCAT and the purposes for
which SIMCAT was intended, they are being presented in this paper to serve as a model for others who must
prepare fuctional requirements for battle simulations. The functions for which requirements are provided (eg.,
terrain, movement, engagement, communications) must be considered in the development of any battle
simulation. While the requirements will obviously vary from one simulation to another, it is hoped that their
publication will assist others who will undertake similar tasks

BACKGROUND

The first step in the development of any battle simulation, including SIMCAT, is to define "what the
system should do," or, in the context of this document, to determine its functional requirements. The functional
requirements that have been prepared for SIMCAT are defined and recorded in this document which has been

*n, organized into the following sections.

-. APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS for SIMCAT
- This section contains a description of the procedure that was used to identify the fimcdional
requirements for SIMCAT and addresses the issues that surfaced during the development and execution of

*this procedure. Also contained in this section are the reasons why the initial configuration of SIMCAT may
not satisfy all of the f-nctional requirements that are described in this document. Understanding of these
issues and their subsequent resolutions is important in order to properly interpret the contents of this

" " ~d o c u m n t ." -. .

ANALYSIS OF THE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SIMCAT - Once the functional
requirements for SIMCAT are documented, several analyses must be performed to determine technological
alternatives to satisfying the requirement, system costs, appropriate allocation of development resources,
and, based on the aforementioned, alternative system requirements. Each of these required analyses is
described in this section.

IDENTIFICATION OF FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS - The ten categories of functional
requirements for SIMCAT are identified in this section, and a general definition of each category is
provided.

. 'DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SIMCAT - This section contains
the functional requirements for SIMCAT for nine of the ten categories that were identified. The descriptionL of each category has been written as a stand-alone document.

.3
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APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SIMCAT

Before attempting to identify the functional requirements for SIMCAT, it was necessary to clarify the .
meaning of the term "functional requirements". In this document, functional requirements will be defined as the
processes and representations that the SIMCAT system must satisfy to achieve its intended training goals.
Processes are those functions that are necessary to permit tank platoon leaders, platoon sergeants, and tank "
commanders to perform tasks normally associated with the operation of a tank in a field environment.
Representations are the visual and auditory stimuli to which tank platoon leadership personnel would normally
be exposed when executing tactical activities in a field environment.

SIMCAT functional requirements could be derived from a variety of sources such as training objectives,
representative tactical scenarios, task inventories, Army Training and Evaluation Programs (ARTEPs),
situational training exercises (STXs), or battle drills. Synthesizing the functional requirements from any single
source would have been risky because of the difficulty involved in determining the degree to which a set of - -

scenarios is representative of combined arms operations or a task inventory is complete. For this reason, it was .
decided to draw upon all of these sources collectively.

Once it had been determined from which data sources the functional requirements were to be derived, a
starting point had to be identified. It was agreed three representative scenarios would serve as this starting point. - -

Two of these scenarios were then developed (hasty attack and movement-to-contact) and an outline of the
defend battle position scenario was formulated. Each scenario reflected SIMCAT's training goals, armor -
platoon task inventories, and doctrine, as well as ARTEPs and training techniques (e.g., battle drills, STXs).

With the initial focus on the scenarios, the functional requirements for SIMCAT began to emerge.
However, the scenarios could not be viewed in isolation. Although they were based upon the aforementioned
data sources (e.g., task inventories, ARTEPs, etc.), these sources had to be referenced repeatedly in conjunction
with the scenarios before functional requirements could be determined. This was because the process and
representation requirements could not be derived from the scenarios alone. An example of this occurred when a -

scenario required an MI tank to engage an opposition force (OPFOR) tank. Although various conditional '. -:2
factors were specified (such as the locations of the vehicles involved), it could not be determined from the
scenario alone what specific SIMCAT functional requirements were necessary. As a result, attention had to be .- '
focused on the other data sources (in this case, task inventories and FMs). The specific processes (e.g.,
movement, firing main gun) and representations (e.g., weapon signatures) that SIMCAT had to satisfy to '
accommodate the engagement described in the scenario was determined from these data sources. The result was
an iterative, cyclic, and deductive procedure or approach to identifying SIMCAT's functional requirements. . -

Following initial review of the scenarios and other relevant data sources, ten categories of functional
requirements were identified. Once this was done, it was then necessary to prepare each functional requirement
in detail. During this process, several questions surfaced repeatedly which dictated the need to establish some
guidelines in considering functional requirements. Specifically, the following guidelines were adopted: - -

" The 80% Solution - It was realized at the onset that SIMCAT could not accommodate all possible
conditions experienced by armor platoons on the battlefield. Therefore, it was decided that the focus
would be on conditions that were the rule, rather than exceptions to the rule. Thus it was arbitrarily
decided that a condition must have a high probability of occurring on the battlefield in order to be
accommodated by the functional requirements.

" Cost Constraints - Robust research practice would dictate that the functional requirements for
SIMCAT be determined primarily on the basis of its training goals. Reality, however, dictated limits to
the initial hardware configuration costs for SIMCAT. Given that the costs associated with a functional

4



requirement could be estimated at the time it was identified, these cost constraints could not be ignored.
Therefore, costs were considered and any functional requirement which would have necessitated a
prohibitive expenditure was disregarded.

" Training Focus - Since SIMCAT is to serve initially as a research vehicle on training tank platoon
leadership, it constantly had to be kept in mind that SIMCAT was not to serve as either a tank gunnery
or crew trainer. Gunnery and crew-related tasks and their associated functional requirements, therefore,

* F-. were neither a primary concern nor, in many cases, even desirable.' For example, a TC has the option
of sighting and firing the main gun. No functional requirements were identified for this activity for two
reasons. First, sighting and firing the main gun was related to tank gunnery. Second, since the gunner
normally fires the main gun, the 80% solution was applied.

- ~

" System Design - The functional requirements were to be restricted originally to the processes and
representations that SIMCAT must satisfy to achieve its training goals. The hardware and/or software
requirements were to be neither stated nor implied. However, some functional requirements dictated
obvious hardware/software requirements. Where this occurred, the these requirements were specified.

. -As an example, one situation arose in which the only way that a particular set of functional
* .requirements could be satisfied was through voice synthesis and speech recognition. Taking into

consideration the fidelity requirements, the burden placed on the SIMCAT controller/trainer position,
and the cost, voice technology was deemed the only feasible manner in which a particular set of
functional requirements could be satisfied. Rather than expending the effort that would have been -
required to identify functions from which one would determine a need for voice synthesis/recognition, L

i% .this requirement was stated directly.
- Fidelity If SIMCAT could replicate a real battlefield environment (Le., achieve 100 percent fidelity),

one could be assured it would satisfy all current as well as future training requirements. However, evenif such a system were technologically feasible, the cost would be prohibitive. Therefore, fidelity

• . requirements were considered on a case-by-case basis as the functional requirements were developed.
Although the level of fidelity required in a simulation has been the subject of much debate in research,
satisfactory criteria or methodologies for determining simulation fidelity requirements have yet to be
developed. However, since the issue of fidelity could not be avoided in defining the functional
requirements for SIMCAT, subjective, but sound, fidelity criteria (based primarily on cost constraints,

I, technological feasibility, and stated or implied training goals) were applied.

ANALYSIS OF THE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SIMCAT

The functional requirements contained in this document were analyzed individually and collectively for

several purposes. Specifically, these analyses determined.

' Availability of Existing and Alternative Technologies - Here it was determined which hardware
technologies, software technologies, or combinations thereof currently exist that could satisfy each
functional requirement. Alternative technologies (each resulting in varying degrees of fidelity) that could
be used for satisfying each set of functional requirements were identified and documented.

'Thu is mo to say gunney. and =rwnhla activitim wer totaly ipomd. Howeme, they w= ere d ly to the dip.. thai they comibuted
to or dmnctd fhm the fidity of a TCs C3 aiviU.
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* Cost - The costs associated with each technology alternative identified was determined and
documented. These costs included not only hardware, but any associated software packages and/or the
development of software.

0 Allocation of Resources - Given technological alternatives and the costs associated with each, a
resource allocation analysis was planned. This analysis would involve treating each functional
requirement (individually or in sets) as the key variable. For each functional requirement, several levels
of fidelity would be established (e.g., high, medium, low, and very low). For each fidelity level, a cost
and benefit/utlity/desirabIity value will be assigned. The cost value would be based upon the
technological alternatives and costs resulting from the previous analyses. The benefit/utiflity/desirability
value assigned to each fidelity level would reflect a subjective appraisal of the training value of that
fidelity level in terms of such factors as transferability to a field environment and relevance to achieving
training goals. Once each of these values for individual sets of functional requirements had been
specified, resource allocation analyses would be performed. These analyses could be keyed to any
variable contained in the database, e.g., benefit/utility/desirability, fidelity, or costs.

0 Alternative Configurations - The resource allocation analyses would have resulted in identification of
alternative SIMCAT configurations. These alternatives would be described in terms of the variables
considered in the resource allocation analyses, e.g, level of fidelity, costs, or benefits.

These analyses will be performed in the near future. The product of these analyses will be the
identification of two alternative system configurations and associated costs, i.e., a high cost and a low cost
configuration. It is anticipated that the high cost alternative will be capable of satisfying all the functional
requirements specified in this document. Conversely, it is realized that some of the functional requirements
defined may not be satisfied by the low cost alternative.

IDENTIFICATION OF FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

SIMCAT must satisfy a multitude of vastly different functional requirements. To define these, some form
of classification is required so that they can be organized and comprehensible. Such a classification evolved
during the development of the functional requirements. Specifically, ten categories of functional requirements
were classified as follows:

SInitialization - These functional requirements involve the system processes necessary to begin a

SIMCAT simulation, e.g., identification of scenario conditions (such as TO&Es and missions for each
of the opposing forces) speech enrollments (necessary if voice recognition is involved), and selection of
terrain. Since initialization functional requirements are dependent upon the manner in which the
remaining nine categories of functional requirements are going to be satisfied, this category of functional
requirements has yet to be developed. Once it is resolved which functional requirements specified in this
document are going to be pursued and the manner in which each is going to be satisfied, this category
of functional requirements will be developed.

* Terrain - These functional requirements involve providing each SIMCAT position (i.e., controller/
trainer, trainee, and OPFOR) with knowledge about the terrain in which he is operating, or, in the case "
of the controller/trainer, the terrain within which both the OPFOR and friendly forces are operating. . .

These functional requirements are defined in terms of terrain characteristics, trafficability, and the
perception requirements for each SIMCAT position.

6
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0 Movement - The process and representation requirements for movement are defined as they relate to
the Object that is moving, the rate of movement, the control of movement, and the perception Of
m o vem en t , ': ' ' ,j

0 Detection/Identification - This category of functional requirements concerns the relevant objects,
events and conditions of the simulation environment that may be detected and possibly identified by
each participant in a SIMCAT simulation.

SP2 - The purpose of the functional requirements for engagement is to resolve all encounters
between the military weapon systems being simulated in a scenario. An encounter, in this context, Is
defined as the ring of one or more OPFOR or friendly forces weapon systems and theeffect, if any, on
the engaged u1 s.

* Indirect Fire - Dedicated indiect fire support will be provided to each of the opposing forces in all
SIMCAT scenarios. To satisfy this requirement, SIMCAT must maintain a record of all indirect fire
alloctions, provide a means for requesting indirect fire, impact indirect fires, and represent the effects to
appropriate SIMCAT positions. The representation and process requirements necessary to satisfy each
of these are discussed in detail.

* Communication - The communicaion functional requirements are specified in terms of four
communication networks (nets): platoon, company team, tank intercom, and controller. The purpose of
each net and the SIMCAT positions involved in each net are defined.

• Resources Audit - These functional requirements dictate that SIMCAT Maintain an audit of all
munitions and fuel expended by each weapon system and vehicle simulated in a scenario. Given a
specified allocation of fuel or munitions, SIMCAT must audit the expenditures of these resources as
they occur and prevent further expenditures once a resource has been exhausted.

a Time - These funtional requirements dictate that SIMCAT be sensitive to and represent two diffent
types of time: simulation time and real time. Each of these types of time will be discussed and
information on the functional requirements regarding simulation time will follow.

0 Post-Simulation - These functional requirements specify the SIMCAT processes necessary to support
controller/trainer respomibilities associated with providing feedback to trainees. Pot-simulation
functional requirements are divided into three categories: visual playback, audio or communication
playback, and hard copy outputs. ""

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SIMCAT

The following pages contain separate sections for nine of the ten functional requirements identified
previously., Each section varies in format because the nature of each functional requirement varies. For
example, some functional requirements emphasize process requirements while others emphasize representation
requirements. In cases where the rationale for a functional requirement was obvious, the rationale was not
documented; where a rationale was less obvious, an effort was made to document it. Where appropriate, tables
and figures are used to further define functional requirements.
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TERRAN

The funcional requirements for terrain are to provide the trainees and the OPFOR knowledge of the
terrain in which they are operating, and to provide the controiler/trainer knowledge of the terrain in which
both the OPFOR and friendly forces (trainees) are operating. Terrain functional requirements are discussed
below in terms of characteristics, trafficability, and perception.

Characteritic

Terrai characteristics are the natural and/or man-made objects to be found in the tactical scenarios
inherent in SIMCAT. In the real world, an indefinite number or type of terrain characteristics are possible.
SIMCAT terrain characteristics, however, are restricted to representations of the following.

0 Man-Made Objects::,
- Intact bridge (i.e., overpass)
- Blown primary road bridge over a stream
- Paved secondary road
- Major road (two-latne, concrete)
- Underpass (secondary road overpassing a major road)
- Exposed mines across a major roadway
- Hidden mine fields .4

V Yn n and water:

- Woods (traversable in a tank)
- Open, traversable grasslands
- Stream with depth of 12 feet or more -
- Small ponds -

0 Relief
- Hills with elevations ranging from 100 feet to 300 feet
- Tank traversable ridge
- Nontraversable (for tanks) stream bank-

Traffica ty

Trafficability is the effect of terrain on movement rates and traversability (e.g., tanks can traverse open,
relatively flat grasslands, but cannot traverse a 30 foot high, 900 bank). Trafficability functional requirements
do not dictate any representation requirements, but dictate several modeling requirements (i.e., friendly tanks
should not be permitted to move at their maximum rate in wooded terrain). These modeling requirements are
specified later in the section on movement functional requirements for SIMCAT.

Each SIMCAT position requires a somewhat different perception of terrain. This difference in perception
* only relates to the are or size of the piece (and, consequently the scale) of the terrain which is represented to

each position. Specifically, these perception requirements are as follows. .

* Trainees -Each trainee should have represented to him only the terrain which is within his line of
sight given his location relative to terrain characteristics (e.g., vegetation and relief) and obscurants (eg.,S-.... ............... "...........................



smoke). Each trainee should be provided with a 3600 perspective of the terrain given theaforementioned constraints. Because it is imposble for two tanks to occupy the same space

simulaneously, this requirement dictats that each trainee be provided with a somewhat different terrain,
representation. Also, since each trainee will have the ability to move in any direction at any time, each
of these terrain represenutions wil change and it will be nemsry for SIMCAT to represent each tank
position en the terrain.

o OPFOR - There will be a single individual controlling all OPFOR vehicles and weapon systeML1
These vehicles will seldom, if ever, be in lose proximity to one another (correspondingly, in a real
situation, seldom will each vehicle have all other vehicles in visual sight). Instead, they usually will be
dispersd Because the OPFOR player must be aware of the location of all of these vehicles at all times,
and because they are likely to be dispersed, a large area of terrain (relative to what is to be represented
to each trainee) must be represented to the OPFOR player. As in the case of the trainee position, only
the terrain which is within the line of sight of the vehicles and weapon systems he is controlling should
be represented to the OPFOR player. Once line of sight (3600 perspective) for each OPFOR vehicle
has been determined by SIMCAT, the terrai representation requirements for each vehicle should then
be presented to the OPFOR position.

o Controller/Trainer - The terrain represented to the controller/trainer will encompass an area even
larger than that presented to the OPFOR position. This is necesary becamuse the controlla/trainer must
be provided with a "God's-eye" view of the entire area occupied by both friendly forces and OPFOL.
This funcdonal requirement should not be interpreted to mean that the entire offensive zone of
operation for the friendly force must be represented to the controller/trainer at any point. This will

. seldom, if ever, be necessary. Instead three possible controller/trainer terrain representations are
envisioned:

- Initial Defensive Position. Once a defense has been established (by either an OPFOR or friendly*force), the controller/trainer must be provided with a "God's-eye" view of the defensive zone. This
zone should include all of the terrain within line of sight of all defensive positions collectively. At
this point, it will not be necessary to represent the terrain within the line of sight of offensive forces.

- Movement Zone. Once an offense force has crossed its LD (line of departure), the terrain
represented to the controler/trainer need only show a "God's-eye" view of the offensive movement
area. This terrain representation should be a composite of the rain within the line of sight of all
offensive vehicles collectively. At this point, it will not be necessary to represent the terrain within
the line of sight of defensive vehicles.

- Offense/Defense Merge. At the point where one or more offensive vehicles are within line of sight
of one or more defensive vehicles, SIMCAT should automatically provide the controller/trainer
with a composite terrain representation of all terrain occupied by and within the line of sight of all

"" offensive and defensive vehicles. This terrain representation need not include terrain to the rear of
the defense nor to the rear of the last vehicle of the offense.

j*". NOTE The three controller/trainer terrain representations should involve at least three different
scale terrain representations. This approach permits the controller/trainer to switch views between
offense and defense until detection occurs. At this point, the controller/trainer should have no
control or choice of what i represented. Upon detection, the terrain representation should include
all terrain within the line of sight of all vehicles (offense and defense) involved in the simulation.
This perspective is necessary if the controller/trainer is to monitor all activities.
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MOVEMENT

Determining what moves, the rate at which something moves, the control of movement, and the
perception of movement are all critical to SIMCAT achieving the training objectives of SIMCAT. The
movement functional requirements vary, depending on the SIMCAT position being addressed'

Trainee - The platoon leader, platoon sergeant, and two tank commanders will each control the
movement of his own tank. The movement functional requirements for this position are covered in the
following subsections: -

" Trainee Tank Movement
" Trainee Tank Engine Control
" Trainee Tufet/ain Gun Movement
OPFO. - One person will control the movement of all OPFOR elements (Le, tanks or other vehicles :

and their associated weapon systems). The movement functional requirements for this position are covered
in the followingl subsectioit: .

0 OPFOR Vehicle T72 Tank and BMP Movement oR(r e
0 OPFOR T72 Tank Turret and BMP 73mm Gun/Sagge Movement
Controller/Traner - A single individual will be responsible for controlling the entire SIMCAT

simulation. The control is limited to creating the initial conditions, monitoring the actions of both
OPFOR and friendly forces for the duration of the simulation, and providing feedback to all participants
both during and after the simulation. With resp to movement functional requirements for SIMCAT, it
is the monitoring responsibilities of the controller that are of most concern. The movement functional
requirements for this position are covered in the following subsection:

0 Controller/Trainer Movement Requirements

Each of these movement ftuctional requirements, with the exception of trainee tank engine control, will

be discussed individually in terms of direction, rate, control, and perception. For purposes of this discussion,
these terms are defined as follows:

Direction - The line or course (expressed in terms of degrees) on which a simulated vehicle and its turret _

*. (in the case of a trainee only) is permitted to move.

Rate - The speed at which a simulated vehicle or turret is moving.

Cnrl- The manner in which both the direction and rate of movement the simulated vehicles or
turrets are controlled. Control requirements will vary depending on the SIMCAT position being
addressed. _

Perception - The visual image of movement which must be portrayed to each SIMCAT position. The
visual iae movement requirements will vary depending on the particular position.

.- •..- +

Trainee Tank Movement

A trainee will be responsible for controlling the movement of his tank in all situations, including combat.
In this context, movement includes both the direction in which a tank moves and its rate of speed. It is
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imperaive that SIMCAT permit the trainee to control the movement of his tank. Specifically, this requres
SIMCAT to saif the folowing functional requirements:

Dbwfion

Each trainee must be capable of moving his tank in any direction (iLe., 3600) at any poin on terrain3
repentation, and at any time during simulatio

a the area of operation, SIMCAT must restrict movement to the platoon zone of operation.F SIMCAT should automatcally prevent a trainee from moving outside of this zone by autmatically generating
a message from the company team leader advising the trainee of his error.

Rate

Maximum rate of speed for MI Abrams tanks will differ depending on the following terrain
characteristic or driving conditions.

0 Primary and Secondary Roads: 40 MPH
, . S Open, Traversable Chasslands: 20 MPH

* Wooded Areas: 10 MPH
0 Any Grade: 20 MPH
0 Sunn Ford. 4 PH
0 Moving in Revers: 10 MPH
NOTL These are maximum speeds for the conditions specified. Trainees have the option of moving at
slower rates (see below)

Control -

Each trainee must have control of both the direction and rate at which his tank is moving. To achieve the
fidelity necessary to satisfy training requiremenms this control should involve tank commander-to-driver voice
commands as follows:

S o - Direction of tank movement must be controiled verbally by each trainee
u formal driving commands. These commands will be restricted to the following'

- "Driver Move Out" (Tank must respond by moving forward, i.e., the direction in which the tank is
pointed at the time the command is given).

- Driver Stop-
- "Driver Turn Left"
- "Driver Turn Right"

"Drive Guide Left"- Driver Guide Riglht- -:'_.
vm-fo f sniver Steady On- a h

- "Driver Rear" (Tank must respond by moving in reverse, Le., the opposite direction in which the

tank is pointed a h ietecmadi ie)
-"Driver Sagger, Sagger" (Tank will continue in the direction of the last command, but must begin

to zig-zag. The zig-zag movement pattern must continue for fifteen seconds or until another divin
command is issued, whichever occurs firs).

,N ..IN.
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NOT: Given a movement command, the tank must continue to follow that command until another
command is issued or until a nontraversable terrain feature is encountered. In other words, SIMCAT will
assume a nonintelligent (i.e., non-decision-making) driver. Therefore, a tank will not stop automatically at
the crest of a hill; it will stop only when the TC issues a stop command to the driver. -

0 Controlling Rate - Following a direction command, rate of movement must be at the maximum rate ..

of movement given terrain characteristics (see previous section on controlling rate). However, the TC .
must be able to decrease and subsequently increase his tank movement rate at any time. Therefore, to
control the rate of movement, the following TC-to-driver voice commands and subsequent movement
rates are required: ,.

- "Driver Slower" - The rate of movement is immediately decreased by 50%. This command can
be issued until the tank reaches 2 MPH, at which time the system will ignore any additional
"Driver Slower" commands. For example, if a tank is moving at 40 MPH and the TC issues a
"Driver Slower" command, movement rate is decreased to 20 MPH. If at this point, the TC issues
another "Driver Slower" command, the movement rate is decreased to 10 MPH. Should another -
"Driver Slower" command be issued, the movement rate immediately decreases to 5 MPH. Should
the TC issue another "Driver Slower" command, SIMCAT would decrease the speed to 2-1/2
MPH. Any additional "Driver Slower" commands would be ignored by SIMCAT because the
resulting speed would be less than the 2 MPH minimum speed allowed.

- "Driver Faster" - Tank movement rate doubles until maximum rate of movement is obtained. -

Because the rate of movement will always be the maximum rate of movement given terrain
characteristics, this command will be effective only when it follows one or more "Driver Slower"
commands. If a tank is moving at the maximum rate and the TC commands "Driver Faster," the
SIMCAT response should be "I can't go any aster!"

NOTL If at any point a tank is moving at less than maximum rate and a "Sagger, Sagger" message is ,
issued, tank movement rate should automatically resume maximum movement rate and begin a zig-zag -

pattern.

Perception

Each trainee must always be aware of the following regarding his tank:

* Tank Orientation - The front of a trainee's vehicle must always be indicated in some manner. This is
nessary because the trainee must be aware of the orientation of his tank before he can determine the
appropriate direction command to be given.

" Direction of Movement - Any time a trainee's tank is moving, the trainee must be made aware of the
direction of that movement. .. *..-

" Rate of Movement - Each trainee must be capable of discerning the movement rate of his tank. To
accomplish this, the movement rate of the tank symbologies should be to scale of the terrain
representation. Having done this, the trainee hopefully should be able to distinguish among varying
rates of movement of his tank. .

..2:..'.
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Tram Tank n Control

Trainee will be controlling simulation of MI Abrams tanks. Since these tanks have a rapid fuel ..

comsumption rate, a tranee may choose to turn the engine off when his tank is stationary (e g, when defending S
a battle position). When the engine is ofY, power for the tank's systems (e.g., thermal imagery sight (TIS), tank . .

turret movement] is provided by batteries. Therefore, SIMCAT must provide each trainee the capability to
control the running of his tank's engie This diatm the following tank engine control functional requirements:.

Control 9

Each trainee position mum be provided the a ty to turn the tank engine to -off" and "on." Although
this is normally accomplished via commands from the TC to the driver, this level of fidelity is not required. A
simple "Engine On" and "Engine Off" button would suffice. It should be noted that when an engine is turned
to "off" the tank should not respond to movement commands. .O

Perception

SIMCAT must provide a constant cue to the trainee signifying whether or not the engine on his tank is .
running. However, as was the case with control, fidelity is not of great concern. Therefore, SIMCAT need not
necessarily provide a constant "engine running" auditory cue (e.g., the sound of an engine running when the
engine is running) nor constant "silence" when the engine is not running. An acceptable alternative might be to
have the "Engine On" and "Engine Off" buttons light up when one or the other is in effect.

Trainee Turret/Main Gun Movement

The position of the turret (i.e., the orientation of the main gun) is critical to combat effectiveness of a
tank. Since main gun orientation is the responsibility of the tank commander, it is imperative that SIMCAT

attend to the following functions associated with turret/main gun movement

D..".on

At any point, the trainee must be capable of positioning the turret/main gun in any direction (i.e., 3600). -

He must be able to do this whether the tank is stationary or moving.

Rate .

Turret/main gun movement rate is not of great concern. However, it should neither require a great deal of
time nor occur at such a rapid rate that it is difficult to control

13
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Control

The mechanism or procedure for postioning the turret/main gun need not be high fidelity. SI4CAT
a (eg, joystick, function keys) are acceptable

Percepion

Eah trainee must always be aware of the position oft he turet on his tank. Agin, fidelity is not of
concern; some form of symbology is acceptable. 1

OPFOR Vehicle Movement

Movement of all of the vehicl and weapon systems under his control is essential to the OPFOR
position. SIMCAT, therefore, must provide the OPFOR position the capability to move his vehicles both
individually and together as a group. This would dictate the following OPFOR vehicle movement functional
requirements:

Directon

At any point on terrain represetation, and at any time during simulation, the OPFOR position must be
capable of moving any of the vehicle and/or weapon systems he controls in any direction (i.e., 360o). He must
be permitted to move ,ch of his vehicles individually as well as in unison. The latter requirement is necessary
in situatios where several of his vehicles are in contact and the time required to move each vehicle
individually would be prohibitive (e4.g, would result in exposure of his vehicles to enemy fire for an unrealistic
period ofme).

Rate

Rates of movement would be identical to those specified for friendly force tanks. Under all conditions,
OPFOR vehicles will move at maximum rates given the constraints imposed by terrain features, obscurants,
and illumination.

,Con-.r,.l..

Given that the OPFOR position must have the ability to control up to ten vehicles, fidelity in terms of
TC-to-driver commands is not possible. Nor would it be feasible to provide joysticks with which the OPFOR
player would control the movement of the vehicles individually (because of the time that would be necessary
to move each vehicle individually). Thereore, the OPFOR position must have the capability to quickly
identify the vehicle he wishes to move, and the location to which he wishes to move it SIMCAT would then
inid the movement, control its movement rate, and automatically stop the vehicle when it reached the point
designated by the OPFOR position. The OPFOR position should be permitted to designate movement for
several vehicles in rapid succesion, and SIMCAT should initiate the movement of each vehicle immediately

S..
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*" following each movement command. This would necessitate that SIMCAT control the movement of several
OPFOR vehicles simultaneously. Aggregate control of three, possibly more, OPFOR vehicles (BMPs and/or
T72s) should be considered.

Perception

The OPFOR position must be cognizant of the location and movement of each of the vehicles under his
control at all times. Line of sight or intervisibility among OPFOR vehicles is not of concern.

OPFOR 172 Tank Turret and BMP 73MM Gun/SAGGER Movement

As was the case for trainees, the positioning or orientation of OPFOR tanks main guns and BMPs 73mm
gun/SAGGERs are critical factors which must be considered in SIMCAT. These considerations should address .

,' direction, rate, control, and perception.

Di-cion

At any point, the turret on each OPFOR tank and the gun or SAGGER on each BMP must be capable
of being oriented in any direction (i.e., 3600). The orientation of each turret and gun or SAGGER must be
capable of being changed at any time whether the weapon systems' pladorms (i.e., a tank for an OPFOR main
gun and BMP for SAGGERs or 73mm gun) are moving or not.

Rate

The rate of orienting or moving an OPFOR tank turret and BMP 73mm gun or SAGGER is irrelevant

Control

Manual control of OPFOR tank turrets and BMP 73mm gun or SAGGER orientations by the OPFOR
position is neither necessary nor desirable. SIMCAT should automatically orient these weapon systems in
tactically appropriate positions. In other words, SIMCAT should assume that OPFOR tank main guns and
BMP 73mm guns or SAGGERs are properly oriented at all times.

Perception

SIfit is assumed that all OPFOR tank main guns and BMP weapon systems are properly oriented at all
times, there is no need to cue the OPFOR player of these orientation either symbolically or by any other

o .~~ . o•

means.
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CoO&us'/Trauer Movement Requirn tsd

To am tactical situations and provide proper feedback to trainees, the controller/tiner must always be
aware of what is moving at what speed things are moving and the orientation of friendly tank main guns This
necessitates that SIMCAT satisfy the following functional requirements pal

Dbadon~

The controller/trainer must be aware at all times of the direction of movement of all vehicles (friendly
and OPFOR) in the simulation. In addition, the controller/traminer must always be aware of the
direction/oematio of the main gum on friendly form tnk -.

The controfler/trainer must be aware of the movement rate of each vehicle in the simulation (see section
on perception, below).

The controler/tainer need noc have any control of the direction of movement or movement rate of either
OPFOR or friendly orces, nor of the orientation of the main guns on friendly force tanks.

Percepoon

The controller/trainer must be aware of the following at all times:

* Vehicle Orientation - The front of all friendly and OPFOR vehides must be obvious to the
contrller/trainer.

Friendly Force TurrtMain Gun Orientation - The position of the main guns on all friendly force
tanks must be obvious to the controller/trainer. This need not be accomplished for OPFOR tank main
guns or other OPFOR weapon systems which are always assumed to be properly oriented.

* Movement - The direction in which any simulation vehicle (i.e., friendly tank or OPFOR vehicle) is
moving must be portrayed to the controller/tramner.

* Movement Rate - The movement rate of any simulation vehicle must be discernable to the
controller/truer. Ths does not necessarily dictate that all movement must be depicted to scale nor
depicted in continuous motion. For example, a symbol could move in 1/4 inch increments as opposed
to moving continuously at an extremely slow, possibly nondeecble, rate However, the controller/
trainer should be able to distinguish rapid from slow movement rates.

DETECTION/IDENTIFICATION

These fuictional requirements concern the relevant objects, events, and conditions of the simulation
environment which may be detected and subsequently identified by each participant in a SIMCAT simulation.

16
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These functional requirements not only concern what can be seen and heard, but also address the manner in
which the stimuli are to be represented to the S0MCAT positions. In general, these finctional requirements
must cosdrthe detection of the following:

p * tanks (Mls, T72s)
* BMPs

0 instantanous, events (weapons signatures, other noises and flashes)
0 transien comnitio (smoke, dusk eng3S now)1.

These functional requirements must also address how to determine when detection has been lost by each .
C SIMCAT position.

It should be noted that detection, in this context, is not restricted to detecting only opponent force (Lae.,
* OFFOR detecting friendly forces and frindly force detecting OPFOR force). In this case, detection means

tha frendy orces must have the ability to dewe other tank in their plton1 ht1rewthn0herfildo
vision; and in the case of the OPFOR, that all OPFOR vehicles must be represented to the OPFOR position
at all times regardless of line of sight restriction between OPFOR vehicles. However, the OPFOR ability to
detect friendLy force must be restricted by line of sight and other consierations.

The detection/identification finctional requirements for SJMCAT are best defined in Wems of visual .*

detection, visual identification, auditory detection/location, and representation requirements.

Visal Detection

To determine whether an OPFOR or ftiendly force vehicle detect something visually, two qUinsM
must be answered-"Can it be detected? and "Do they see it?" To answer the first question, SIMCAT must
determine whether or not line of sight exists. Terrain characteristics' (L~e., man-made objects, vegetation and
water, and relief) located between the fliendly or OPFOR simulation vehicle and the potentially detectable
objct, evesit, or condition must be considered in determining line of sigh. Uf line of sight does exist, the range
(L&e, distance between possible detector and detectable object) must be considered to answer the second <.:

question ("Do they see it?"). Many variables must be considered to determine the effect of range on detection.
These would include the size and disposition (L~e, stationary or moving) of the detectable object, and its
persistence (eg, solid object, flsh, smoke, etc), all of which are mediated by the possible use of sighting
devices. With respectP to sigting devices, SIMCAT must always assume that frendly force have available to
them both binoculars and Thermal Imagery Sights (TIS). It should also be assumed that OPFOR will have
binoculars (but not TIS). As a result, the magnification capability of both binoculars, and TIS must be
conadered at ranges which normally would eliminate any possibility of detection by the naked eye. Where_
smoke exists, SIMCAT must always msume doat ftiendly force will us their TIS to permit them to see
t hrough it

Once the system has considered line of sight and range, and has determined that an obect can be
detected, an additional question must then be asked--"What does he sear" Detection does not necessarily
Mean absolute, 100 percent identification. When a distant object as detectable from a SIMCAT vehicle, the
degree to which it can be identified must then be determined.

'Twa. c~r m addmo in d" is SWAT Tanis FR.cdasaI PRNIzM.



Three variables can affect the degree to which a detected object can be identified and should be
considered by SIMCAT. The k't of these is range. For example, the tut of a tank is far easier to identify at
arange of 300 meters (with or without visual ads such as binoculas) than it would be at 1100 meters. The
second variable is the distortion associated with the use of a Thermal Imagery Sight (TIS) and its impact on
the probability of identifying a detected object. The third variable is the presence of obscurants such as
dissipating smoke. A detected object seen through a dissipating smoke screen is likely to be more difficult to
identify.

Auditory Detection/Location -

Auditory detection requires that the sound source be within range of a possile detector. Range or
distance from the possible detector is not the only variable to be considered, however. The noise level of the
environment within which the possible detector exists (e.g, a tank with engine running) must be considered as
well as the source sound level. The computation used to determine the requirement to represent an auditory
cue should also consider most of the variables previously addressed regarding line of sight, (e.g., terrain
characteristics) all of which could affect noise detection.

Representation Requirements

Given that SIMCAT has determined that the occupants of one or more SIMCAT vehicles (OPFOR
and/or friendly) have visually detected something (e.g., vehicle or weapon signature) or are to be provided
with an auditory cue, SIMCAT must represent this cue in some way to the appropriate vehicle(s). Specifically,
these cue representation requirements are as follows: -

0 Auditory - Both the type of noise (e.g., running engine, explosion) and approximate location of the -

noisurce must be represented. The location should be approximate and need not be entirely
accurate because it is extremely difficult to determine the exact direction and range of a noise source.
Equally important to representing the presence of an auditory cue is cueing the SIMCAT participant
when the noise has ceased.

* Location of Detected Obtject, Event or Condition - This representation requirement is twofold. First,
SIMCAT must designate to the detector the location of the object, event or condition. Second, the
system must represent the object, event, or condition itself in a manner which permits the detector to
distinguish it to some degree.

0 Identification of Object, Event or Condition - SIMCAT must do this to some variable level of
accuracy. For example, SIMCAT will be required, no doubt, to represent a T72 tank in several
different ways depending upon conditions (e.g., range, presence of obscurants, use of TIS). A fully
exposed T7Z seen from the side at a range of 300 meters through binoculars, would be represented in
an entirely different manner than a T72 detected at 2000 meters in defilade through a TIS. In the
former condition, the T72 would probably be identifiable as a T72 tank. In the latter condition, it
would probably be identifiable as "some type of vehicle."

* Loss of Detection - SIMCAT must also provide some form of notification that detection of an object
has been lost or degraded. Examples of degraded detection would be a tank moving at a rapid rate
away from the detector, or a dissipating smokescreen or weapon's signature.

is.i -'.:



All of the cue representation requirements listed above are equally applicable to all SIMCAT positions
(Le., trainees, OPFOR, and controller/trainer). However, the OPFOR and controller/trainer SIMCAT
positions have additional cue representation requirements as a result of the "God's-eye" perspective to be
provided to each of these positions.

Specifically, SIMCAT must not only provide the controiler/trainr and OPFOR positions with
detection/identification cues, it must also designate which SIMCAT vehicle(s) is doing the detection. For

, example, the single individual occupying the OPFOR position will constantly be provided with representations
of all OPFOR vehicles and weapon systems involved in the scenario regardless of dispersion and intervisibility.
Should SIMCAT determine that one of these vehicles (there could be as many as ten) detects an object, event,
or condition and the other vehicles do not, a problem arises. SIMCAT must represent the cue in some manner

.- to the OPFOR position. However, before the OPFOR position can take any action (e.g., engage the object,
take evasive action), he must be made aware of the specific vehicles that have detected the object. Thereore,'
this detection/detector relationship and representation requirement becomes critical.

A somewhat similar detection/detector relationship problem arises in the controiler/trainer position. If
the controlier/traina is to provide complete and accurate feedback, he must know who sees and/or hears
whatever is detected, as well as when the detection occurs. As a result, the detection/detector relationship

,*- representation must be provided to the controller/trainer for both the OPFOR and friendly forces.
Should detection from an OPFOR vehicle and/or riendly tank be distorted as a result of TIS usage,

range, and/or the presence of smoke, the controiler/trainer representation must reflect these conditions.
UN

ENGAGEMENT

The purpose of the engagement functional requirements for SIMCAT is to resolve all encounters between
the military vehicles being simulated in a scenario. An encounter, in this context, is defined as the firing of one
or more OPFOR or friendly force weapon systems. Engagement functional requirements involve five basic
requirements. First, SIMCAT should model the operational characteristics associated with the use of various

..- weapon systems, including variables such as reload times Second, SIMCAT should model the potential effects
,*: resulting from the use of weapon systems including vehide/equipment/weapon system damage and

destruction, personnel kills, and suppression. Third, the effects, if any, of a successful engagement by a weapon
system (Le., a hit) must be represented to the different SIMCAT positions (Le., controller/trainer, OPFOR, and
trainees) with varying degrees of specificity. For example, if one tank engages another and obtains a direct hit,
the tank that was hit certainly would know that his turret is no longer functioning, while the tank firing the
round would not necessarily be aware of this fact. Fourth, the detectable events and conditions created as a
result of a weapon system firing (i.e., weapon signature, impact of munitions) must be represented to the
appropriate SIMCAT positions. Fifth, SIMCAT must maintain an audit of the amount of munitions expended
by each weapon system.

SIMCATs engagement functional requirements can be specified best by addressing each of the following.

* Weapon Systems Involved
" Control of MI Abrams Weapon Systems
e Control of OPFOR Weapon Systems
0 Weapon Effects Modeling

- 0 Representation Requirements
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Weapon System Involved

One of the most critical factors or variables that must be considered in the development of engagement
modeling and representation processes is the weapon system involved. In the initial version of S1MCAT, there
will only be a few weapon system although the number can easily be increased at a future date. The weapon
systems and their associated basic loads are specified in the table below:

Table 1

SIMCAT Weapon Systems and Their Associated Basic Loads

WEAPON SYSTEM BASIC LOAD " . :

Friendly Forces (i.e., M1 Tank):
Coax 10,000 rounds (every 5th round a tracer)
Main Gun 33 rounds APFSDS (735 series or up)

22 rounds HEAT
Mines 4 A.T. Mines

OPFOR (i.e., T72 and BMP):
T72 Main Gun 40 rounds HAVAPFSDS ,., -
SAGGER (mounted on BMP) 4 rounds
73mm Gun (on BMP) 40 rounds (assume all are HEAT)
Mines Type and number to be determined

The basic loads specified in Table I for each weapon system represent the maximum number and type of
rounds that should be allocated for that weapon system. While the controiler/trainer should not be able to
increase these numbers in any scenario, he should be permitted to decrease them if be desires to do so.

Control of M1 Abrams Weapon Systems

Each SIMCAT Trainee position will have total control of the tank weapon systems at that position. An
Ml tank has four weapon systems aboard: the tank main gun. a coax machinegun, a .50 caliber machinegun,
and the loader's 7.62 machinegun. Only the tank main gun and the coax machinegun will be simulated in
SIMCAT. On an MI tank, the main gun and coax can be fired by either the gunner or the TC. In SIMCAT,
however, only the gunner' will be permitted to fire these weapons.

Given that only the tank commander will be present during a simulation, SIMCAT has certain M1
weapon system control finctional requirements it must satisfy. These requirements can be defined most easily
by addressing the tank main gun and coax collectively.

• Control of Tank Main Gun and Coax - Both the tank main gun and coax can be controlled by either
the gunner or TC. As stated previously, in SIMCAT, the TC will not be permitted to actually fire either
of these weapon systems. Instead, the TC will issue fire commands to the gunner and loader in the

same manner that he would in a real tank. In SIMCAT, these commands could be handled in a

'In ciumlty. da m gn pou o. will be asmula&d
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number of ways (eg., voice synthesis/recognition, function keys, screen menus with keyboard inputs,
textual input/output). It is highly desirable that voice synthesis/recognition technologies be employed.
Thn is the only alternative that will provide the fidelity necemry to achieve training objectives. For the
remaining discussion of this functional requirement, it is irrelevant which technology will eventually be

P used. If voice technology is used, it can be assumed that sending messages from the gunner to the TC
will involve voice synthesis. If voice technology is not used, it can be assumed that a textual output on
a CRT will be used.

"*. Once a trainee has identified a target he wishes to engage with either the coax or the main gun, SIMCAT
must first allow the trainee to traverse the turret so that the main gun, and coax are pointed in the general
direction of the target (this functional requirement is addressed in detail in the discussion of SIMCATs f.
movement functional requirements). Once this has been accomplished, SIMCAT must accommodate (through
voice recognition/synt esis, function keys/textual output, etc.) a series of trainee gunner and loader
commands. The sequence of commands and the functional requirements related to them are as follows:

- TC Provides Alert to Gunner - The TC will call out "Gunner!" over the tank intom. This alert k
normally is provided at the same time the TC is traversing the turret in the general direction of the
target. The purpose of the command is to alert the gunner that the TC wants him to engage a
target.

- TC Identifies Weapon System to Engage - The gunner, having been alerted that he should
prepare to engage a target, now must be told which weapon system (coax or main gun) he should
use to egge the target. If the TC wants the gunner to engage the target with the coax, the TC's
next command over the tank intercom will be simply, "Coax!". If the TC wants the gunner to
engage the target with the tank main gun, the TC's next command over the tank intercom will be
either "HEAT!" or "SABOT!", specifying which of the two types of tank main gun rounds should
be used. This command will actually be directed at the loader who will load the round specified.

-TC Decr Tarzt - The TC will then describe over the tank intercom the target to be engaged
(e., "Tank-, P). SIMCAT need not recognize the target description given by the TC because
SIMCAT will be controlling the gunner actions and will be aware of what the TC has detected.
Therefore, SIMCAT can ignore this portion of the firing command.

*I- Loader Announces Message - Next, the loader will announce "Up!" when the round has been
oa SIMCAT must provide this message to the trainee (over the tank intercom, if voice

synthesis is used).

- Gunner Announces Menow - SIMCAT must then provide the message "Identified" from the
gunner to th T i (oversthe vce intercom if voice synthesis is used).

- TC Gives Fire Command - Once the loader has said "Up" and the gunner has said "Identified",
the TC will give the ommand "Fire!". At this point, SIMCAT should cause the tank main gun or -. :
coax (depending on the weapon system specified by the TC earlier) to fire.

- Gunner Gives Fire ResM to TC - If the tank main gun is to be fired, SIMCAT must output
the tessg "On the Wayl" from the gunner to the TC over the tank intercom.

SSubequent Firing Activity - At this point during a tank's main gun firing, several activities are
posibe, depending upon & conditions (e.g., whether or not the round hits its target, whether
or not the gunner can see the round impactisg down range). In SIMCAT, the conditions
subsequent to main Sun firing will be held constant. Specifically, it will always be assumed that the
gunner can see the target and, when a HEAT round has missed, that the gunner will always be able._"
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to determine if the round was short, long, or to the left or right of the target being engaged, but not
when a SABOT round has missed since it cannot be detected. Given that these conditions will be
held constant, there no longer will be any requirement for the TC to communicate with the gunner
or loader. However, the gunner will have to provide feedback to the TC. This feedback will vary
depending on whether or not the target was hit, as in the following situations:

- If the target was hit, the gunner (i.e., SIMCAT) will tell the TC "Target" over the tank intercom.

- If the target was missed, the gunner (i.e., SIMCAT) will tell the TC "Re-engaging." Given that
the gunner will always be presumed to have seen the target and the relationship of the target to
the area where his missed round impacted, the gunner will fire automatically at the target once
again. This will continue until the target is hit.

NOTE: If a target disappears (e.g., moves out of sight), SIMCAT should automatically cease all
gunner activities. In addition, the TC should be able to issue a "Cease Fire" command to the
gunner to signify that he wishes the gunner to stop firing.

Control of OPFOR Weapon Systems

The individual occupying the SIMCAT OPFOR position will be provided at all times with
representations of the location and movement of all OPFOR vehicles as specified in the sections on SIMCAT
movement, terrain, and detection/identification functional requirements. It is this condition that dictates most
of the functional requirements associated with the control of OPFOR weapon systems (which differ
considerably from the functional requirements for friendly force, i.e., MI Abrams weapon system control).
Specifically, SIMCAT must provide the OPFOR position the capability of either manually controlling the
weapon systems of OPFOR vehicles or allowing SIMCAT to control OPFOR weapon system firings
automatically. Manual weapon system control would necessitate the following functional requirements: - -

0 Identification of Weapon Platform to Use - Given that the OPFOR position will have represented to
him, at all times, the location of all his weapon system platforms (i.e., BMPs and T72s) as well as
anything detected (i.e., potential targets) by each platform, he must have the ability to identify which
weapon platform he wishes to fire.

0 Identification of Weapon System - As stated previously, two weapon platforms will be involved in
the OPFOR forces-T72 tanks and BMPs. Only one T72 tank weapon system will be simulated-its
main gun. Therefore, when the OPFOR position selects a T72 as the weapon platform he wishes to
fire, it will always be its main gun that fires. However, should the OPFOR position select a BMP as the
weapon platform to engage a target, there are two weapon systems that could fire-a 73mm gun and a
SAGGER. Therefore, whenever the OPFOR position identifies a BMP as the weapon platform to -

engage, SIMCAT must also permit him to select which weapon system(s) on board the BMP he wishes
to fire-the 73mm gun, the SAGGER, or both.

* Target Identification - At any time, a single OPFOR vehicle (i.e., T72 or BMP) may have
simultaneous, multiple target opportunities. In addition, since all OPFOR vehicles will be represented
to the OPFOR position along with anything that may be detected from each OPFOR vehicle, one
must anticipate the possibility that an OPFOR position may misinterpret SIMCAT cues and select a
weapon platform to engage a target that could not be detected from that weapon platform. This could
happen, for example, when two OPFOR vehicles are in close proximity. A target is detected from one
OPFOR vehicle which the SIMCAT appropriately represents to the OPFOR position. The OPFOR
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position could mistakenly interpret this cue and specify that he wishes the OPFOR vehicle which did
not detect the target to engage it. SIMCAT must permit the OPFOR position to identify the target that
he wishes to engage. If, as a result of misinterpreting SIMCAT cues, the OPFOR position associates the
target with a weapon system that has not detected the target identified by the OPFOR position,

"*|F SIMCAT must provide the OFFOR with appropriate feedback. .
Once a battle begins, the OPFOR position may have diffailty tracking each of his individual vehicles

and associated weapon systems. Therefore, SIMCAT must have the capability to automatically fire the
OPFOR weapon systems should the OPFOR position desire SIMCAT to do so. This simply meam that

* ' SIMCAT should perform the fire control processes without requiring the OPFOR player having to cue the
,,- system to do so (i.e., when an OPFOR vehicle detected a target, it would automatically engage the target with

the most appropriate weapon system after an appropriate time delay). The OPFOR position should be capable
*!! of designating "automatic fire control" for a single or for multiple OPFOR vehicles. He should also be

permitted to switch from automatic to manual fire control whenever he desires to do so.

Weapon Effects Modelng

The functional requirements for weapon effects can be viewed as consisting of two major processes:
determination of single weapon effects and determination of aggregate weapon effects. Each will be discussed
individually.

When one or more weapon systems engage a single target, SIMCAT must determine the effects of the
weapon system(s) firing on the target engaged. Two subprocesses are involved--hit probabilities and, if the
target is hit, consequential damage to the target. At a minimum, hit probabilities must consider the following
variables:

R! ODistance to target
0 Type of target (e.g., "hard" or "soft")

; Target disposition (e.g., stationary or moving, fully or partially exposed, front/rear/side view)

0 Presence (and degree of) or absence of obscurants (e.g., smoke, dust)

IL * Firer disposition (e.g., stationary or moving, using TIS).

After having determined whether or not the target was hit, SIMCAT must next determine what damage,
if any, the target suffered as a result It should not be assumed that a target is destroyed anytime it is hit. For
example, an MI tank that receives several direct hits from a 73mm gun on a BMP would not be destroyed in
most cases. However, the possibility does exist that the mobility of the tank may be affected if a road wheel is
damaged or destroyed or if a track is thrown. Therefore, SIMCAT must consider the following variables to
determine the extent of damag to the target that has been hit

- Ballistics of impacting munitions (e.g., HEAT main gun round, point detonating 155mm, 73mm
HEAT)

- 0 Number of rounds impacting (e.g., single main gun HEAT round, three 73mm HEAT rounds, 20 coax
rounds)

,, %. 0 Number of weapon systems engaging target (e.g., two MI tanks may simultaneously engage a T72 or
BMP)

. Target vulnerability (e.g., the target's mobility, turret, communications capability)

I Target type (e.g., type of armor, wheeled or tracked)

r ...
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In addition to determining single weapon effecs, a set of force-on-force aggregate models may be required
tohandle larger scale engagements while minimizing processing requirements. Such a condition may occur in
an intensed situation where, for example, three MI tanks and two BMPs suddenly are exposed to one
another simultaneously. Should such a situation occur, it may be beyond the processing capability of SIMCAT
to handle simultaneous firing commands from three MI tanks and two BMPs, process hit probabilities, and
determine damage to targets hit. Another example where aggregate models definitely will be required s with
impacting artillery, where the number of targets within a sheath and number of impacting rounds must be
considered.

The use of aggregate models for weapon effects requires SIMCAT to compute not only the results of
engagements, but also their duration. After determining the expected duration and the loss rates over time at
the start of a force-on-force engagement, SIMCAT must allow for the possibility that intervening events affect
the outcome. Specifically, this allows the SIMCAT OPFOR and trainee positions to take some sort of action,
such as attempting to disengage, withdrawing, or possibly requesting indirect fire support rather than simply
being forced to accept a predetermined outcome for the engagement.

Representation Requirements

The controller/trainer, trainee, and OPFOR engagement representation requirements for SIMCAT are
functionally identical, but they will vary dramatically in the manner in which they are satisfied. Therefore, the -

engagement representation requirements will be discussed firt in terms of their functions that will be common
to all SIMCAT positions. Following that, the differences in the manner in which engagement representations;
will be satisfied, depending on the S[.CAT position involved, will be addressed.

The engagement representation requirements for SIMCAT fall into three basic categories - weapon
firing, impact of weapon rounds, and effect, if any, of impacting rounds. Specifically, these requirements dictate ,.
that SIMCAT represent the following.

* The weapon platform that is firing - The system must indicate whether a BMP, T72, or MI tank is
firing.

The weapon system aboard the platform that is firing - The system must indicate whether it is the
coax or main gun that is being fired at a MI tank, and whether it is the SAGGER or the 73mm gun -

that is being fired at a BMP. In the case of the T72, it will always be assumed that the main gun is being
fired.

* The impact of weapon system rounds - Auditory and visual cues resulting from rounds impacting
down range will be provided to appropriate SIMCAT positions. The positions will include not only the
weapon system that fired, but any friendly and OPFOR vehicles that can detect the impacting rounds.

0 Weapon signatures - SIMCAT must provide appropriate auditory and visual cues to all SIMCAT
vehicles that could detect the signature of a weapon.

* Weapon firing - As appropriate, SIMCAT positions must be made aware of when one of their
weapon systems has initiated firing and when it has ceased firing.

* In-flight representations - Cues resulting from tracers and SAGGER ATGMs in flight must be
represented to appropriate SIMCAT positions (providing cues not only to the individual who fires the
weapon, but to those individuals who could detect such cues). "-
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0 Weapon effects - SIMCAT positions should receive visual and auditory cues that would result from
the impact of the round or missile (e.g., burning BMP, 172 being blown up, round impacting
short/long/left/right). This requirement should not be interpreted to mean that the actual weapon
effect(s) would be divulged to a SIMCAT position. For example, should a HEAT round hit but not
penetrate a tank turret, the resulting cue would probably be restricted to a flash, a bang, and some
smoke in the proximity of the tu t that was hit. If the turret is frozen as a result of the hit, only the
occupants of the tank that was hit, not the position firing the HEAT round, would be aware of this
consequence.

1 Given that each SIMCAT positions will have a different perception' of the battlefield, the manner in
which engagement representations will be provided to each position will vary. For example, consider the
engagement representation requirements for the MI tank. SMCAT must represent the MI weapon system that

-• is firing (Le., coax or tank main gun). SIMCAT will represent this differently to each SIMCAT position in the
following ways:

0 Trainee Position - SIMCAT will probably provide varying auditory cues to represent which of the
MI weapon systems is firing. Visual representations of rounds in-flight (i.e., tracers from the coax),
impacting rounds, and weapon effects (e.g., dust, primary and/or secondary explosions, fire, smoke) will
be provided to the trainee from the perspective of the tank itself.

- Controller/Trainer Position - The controller/trainer will never need to be provided with auditory cues
resulting from the firing of a MI tank. Nor will the controller/trainer need to be provided with visual L .
representations from the perspective of the MI tank actually firing. However, the controiler/trainer will
need representations which will enable him to determine which of the four M1 tanks is firing and which
weapon system is being fired (i.e., coax or main gun). Unlike the trainee whose tank is firing, the
controller/trainer does not need the auditory nor ground level perception representations of these
conditions. Instead, these conlitions may be represented symbolically. L

* OPFOR - The OPFOR position in this example would be provided with appropriate visual and
auditory cues depending upon the detection/identification variables discussed previously. When an
OPFOR vehicle engages a target (.e, with a T72 main gun or with either a 73mm gun or SAGGER
from a BMP), engagement reprsMentations to the OPFOR positions should be quite different from those

* provided to a trainee position when a MI weapon system fires. SIMCAT will portray all of the
OPFOR vehicles simultaneously. Therefore, when an OPFOR vehicle engages a target, SIMCAT must
represent to the OPFOR position which weapon platform is firing (i.e, which BMP or 172) and, if it is

' . a BMP, whether the SAGGER or 73mm gun is firing. These representation requirements may be
satisfied through some form of symbology. The approach used to make these representations to the
OPFOR position would also satisfy the controler/trainer OPFOR engagement representation
requirements.

INDIRECT FIRE

Dedicated indirect fire support will be provided to both friendly (i.e., 155mm) and OPFOR (i.e., 152mm)
forces in all SIMCAT scenarios. To satisfy its indirect fire functional requirements, SIMCAT must maintain a

'Paerptoe of the battledfid fuso nrm positon will be rtidtoa view fom a AskI M took. paeption from the OPFOR postion will
be a W""~ view of &Hl of his vebides; and paeptio. fo t ooer/uanu position will be a v"e of the eame battleiel and will include all
OPFOR and bmdly "Wa involved.
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record of indirect fire allocations, provide a means for both the friendly and OPFOR forces to request indirect
fire support, deliver/impact indirect fires, and represent the effects of indirect fire to all SIMCAT positions.
Each of these requirements will be discussed individually.

Fire Support Alocatlons

No weapon system found on the battlefield has an inexhaustable supply of munitions. As a result, weapon
system usage should be tempered and controlled. These are difficult skills to teach and to learn because soldiers
tend not to be concerned with such matters in combat. However, this is a reality of combat that SIMCAT must
address if it is to avoid negative training.

In a real tactical situation, the only information provided to tactical or maneuver unit leaders regarding
indirect fire is whether or not it exists; if it does exist, whether or not it is dedicated support; and the number of
batteries supporting them. The point here is that the leaders are never informed of the number of rounds that
are available for their support. However, the number of rounds available is restricted minimally to the basic "
load of the batteries supporting them. Therefore, SIMCAT must place a ceiling on the number of rounds, by
fuze type, that are available to support both the OPFOR and friendly forces. This allocation will never be
provided in total to either the OPFOR or fiendly forces. However, SIMCAT will monitor the numb-." of
rounds fired and the number of rounds remaining. When the supply has been exhausted, SIMCAT will make
appropriate notifications (for example, to the controller/trainer as well as to TC, that all of his artillery
allocation has been exhausted).

It is difficult to determine the number of rounds by fuze type that should be allocated to OPFOR and
friendly forces. Many variables must be considered, including number of batteries in support, size of artillery
(e.g., 155mm, 105mm), basic loads, mission of maneuver units being supported, and combat conditions
experienced to date by both supporting artillery and maneuver units involved. Most military personnel would
agree that it is difficult, if not impossible, to identify any norm(s) considering the number of variables involved
and their permutations. However, the idea of an inexhaustable supply of indirect fire support is unrealistic.
Therefore, ceilings on the number of rounds available by fuze type must be established for SIMCAT. These are
specified in Table 2 below.

Table 2

Indirect Fire Support Allocations by Fuze Type, Mission, and Force

Numbo of Round AocOu by Ffondly Force'a Minion

F uind y p onu Ty Attwo De . m. ,

Friendly (155mm):
DPICM 60 60 40
White Phosphorous 24 24 20

OPFOR (152mm):
High Explosive, Quick 50 50 200
White Phosphorous None None 35

2.; , ..,
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The allocations spe e in Table 2 ar the mai mum number of rounds that OPFOR and friendly forces
can be allocated during any scenaro. The controiler/trainer will have the capability to decrease the allocations

a esees fit during initialization of the simulation, but will not be permitted to allocate more artillery than that
specified in the lie..

Frimdly Force Indir~t Fifn Reques--

Armor platoon leaders normally request indirect fire support in one of two ways: ether by direct contact
V with a Fire Direction Center (FD) using formal call for fire procedures, or throgh mIao ns with a

Fire Support Team Forward Observer (FIST FO) assigned to his company team. In the latter aw formal call
for fire procedures are not required and communications are not regimented by sequencing or content

* - protocols. The initial version of SIMCAT will not concern itself with platoon leader/FDC call for fire. All
indirect fr support requests will be handled through ommunications between the platoon leader and/or the

* platoon sergeant and a FIST FO. To defin the functional requirements aociated with friendly force indirect
fire suppor two areas will be addressed. The first area is concerned with the requirements associated with

*" requesting an indirect fire mission. The second is the manner in which the requests are actually processed.

0 Indirect Fire Reques - When either the platoon leader or the platoon sergeant decides to request an
tindirect fire misione first will establish contact with the Company Team's FIST FO. This will be

done on the Company Team Net. The role of the FIST FO will be assumed by the SIMCAT
controner/trainer.

It will always be assumed that the FIST FO can observe the target that the platoon leader or platoon
sergeant is attempting to engage with indirect fire.1 Therefore, when an indirect fire request is made, the
platoon leader or platoon sergeant need only identify the target and specify its location by providing a
Spot Report to the FIST FO on the company net, ending with a request for indirect fire. In a real
situation, formal call for fire requests communicated to a FDC would then become the responsibility of
the FIST FO. In addition, the FIST FO would make any subsequent adjustments necessary to get the
indirect fire on target. These acustments do not (and in SIMCAT, will not) require any
communications between the platoon leader or platoon sergeant and the FIST FO.

Given that the controller/trainer will assume the role of the FIST FO, it will be his responsibility to .,.-.--.
. - ensure the indirect fire request received from the platoon leader or platoon sergeant is properly

prced.
0 Request Processi - Having received an indirect fire request from either the platoon leader or platoon

sergeant, the controller/trainer (acting as the FIST FO) will be responsile for actually processing the
request. Therefore, the controller/trainer must be able to specify the following to the system:

-. ~- coordinates or adjustments ''-"
- fuze type
- direction (in ml)

- number of batteries or rounds to be fired.

'Thi. in bms wil be bw cm bemu the coowoller/uir (segt te FIST FO) will bae a bird'save view of the batds Therefue. the
coevor/wl wil be uable of somuuly munmnitin Vizom reqwim mmdi by' the pluom keder at the PkspmaonSrU
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It is not being suggested that formal call for fire procedures be established between the controller/traer
and SIMCAT. To the contrary, the simplest and most expedient means of conveying this information to
SIMCAT is necessary to avoid overburdening the controller/trainer. The use of light pens or touch-sensitive
screens would be ideal, but may not be feasible considering SIMCAT cost constraints. Other alternatives which S
would expedite the input of indirect fire data would include the use of "fill-in-the-blank" forms or menus
depicted on the controller/trainer screen (monitor). Another way to expedite this process would be to include
grid lines on the controller/trainer terrain representations hese alternatives should be among those identified -

and considered.
Given the likelhood that the controller/trainer will be overburdened with processing indirect fire requests

(especially adjustments following an initial request), it will be necessary for S1MCAT to automatically make -
any adjustments following an initial request for fire input to SIMCAT by the controller/trainer. SIMCAT will
be able to do this because it will know where the indirect fire targets are, where the initial request impacted, -

and, therefore, what, if any, subsequent adjustments are necessary. SIMCAT must also consider and reflect any
time delays associated with adjustments and the human inaccuracies associated with such adjustments (e.g., -;

seldom, if ever, would the initial adjustment result in the indirect fire impacting directly on the target-
especially if it is moving).

OPFOR Indirect Fire Requests

Given that there are no training objectives associated with the OPFOR, the fidelity of the procedures
associated with requesting indirect fire support is of no concern. In addition, because there is concern about
limiting the procedural burdens placed on the controller/trainer, the manner in which the OPFOR requests
indirect fire support will differ greatly from the way the friendly forces request indirect fire support.

The individual occupying the SIMCAT OPFOR position should not be required to communicate with
anyone to request indirect fire supporL It is proposed that the same procedure followed by the
controller/trainer to process a friendly force indirect fire request be used by the OPFOR. That is, he should be
able to input the appropriate indirect fire data (eg, coordinates, direction) directly into SIMCAT using the .

same simple, expedient means used by the controller/trainer for friendly force fire requests. In addition, as was .-

the case with friendly force indirect fire requests, SIMCAT should automatically make any required
adjustments following an initial call for fire request.

Indirect Fire Delivery

Once the SIMCAT system has received an indirect fire request (from either the controller/trainer or
OPFOR), it must process the request. Specifically, these functional requirements involve the following: _

" Determining the eventual impact area of the requested fire in relation to the locations of all OPFOR .

and friendly force vehicles.

* Given the aforementioned, determining which of the OPFOR and friendly force vehicles should be
provided with auditory and/or visual cues.

" Appropriate timing of the events associated with an indirect fire request (i.e., time from request to shot, :-.

time from shot to splash).

" Providing the indirect fire requester (i.e., controller/trainer or OPFOR) with both "Shot" and "Splash"
messages at the appropriate times.

-.. %.:
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* Maintaining a count of the number of rounds (by fuse typ) expended and remaining (for eacd force)
and. when a--os have been expended informing requMer (e., OPOR and controller/trainer)

0 Providing dhe appopriate visual and auditory cues (discussed in detail in the next section).

0 Amusing the effects, if any, on target located in the impact area and providing appropriate cues ,-...-
-gdiy. :-:

As sated previously, once SIMCAT has detmnined where indiect fire should impact and has determined
who or what can detect the impactin Ere, SIMCAT must represent the appropriate cues to certain SIMCAT
positions To determine who can detect the impcting fire, the folowing factors must be cosidered. -,

0 Line of sight, which involves terain relief and vegetation, as well as presence and degree of any

. Rne from impacting fire to poasible detector.

0 Number of bames fired (i.e., number of rounds impactign).

0 Fuze types (including smoke).

0 Sheath or pattern in which the indirect fire is impacting (for purposes of SIMCAT, it will be assumed a
normal sheat a always used).

These detecti critema will diler to some degree depending upon whether a visual or an auditory cue
requirement is being considered by SIMCAT. For example, if a tank (in a defensive position with its engine off)
is on one side of a hill, and ary impacts on theother side, there is no question that a visual cue would Dt-
be appropriat However, it can also be concluded that the occupant(s) of that tank should be provided with
some form of auditory cue.

Impacting fire may result in a requirement for SIMCAT to represent either a visual or auditory cue, or
possibly both, to SIMCAT positions. The criteria regarding what would be represented should consider the
same factors discussed in detail in the section on the SIMCAT detection/identification functional requirements.
These criteria differentiam between detection and identification, although a visual or auditory impacting fire cue
may be detectae its idetificaion is dependent upon other variables (primarily range). As a result, there may
be a requirement for several impacting fire -auditory and visual cues. For example, fire impacting 200 meters
away would sound different from fire impacting 2,000 meters away, and both would look different

COMMUNICATION

The communication functional requirements for SIMCAT serve three primary purposes. First, they will
permit the controller/trainer to interact with other SIMCAT positions in order to control the simulation.
Second, they will permit the controller/trainer to monitor tactically related communications for evaluation and
feedback purposes. Third, they will provide SIMCAT trainees with a realistic tactical communications
environmenL RaNsm in this context means that the communication networks, the participants in those

networks (Le., SIMCAT position and roles simulated by SIMCAT), and the means of communicating found in
field tactical environments will be represented in SMCAT. Communication functional requirements are
divided into five different areas: (1) Communication Network Participants, (2) Communication Networks, (3)
Communication Network Selection, (4) Hand and Arm Sisnals, and (5) Jamming.
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Communication Network Partcipants

To understand the communication requirements for SIMCAT, it is first necessary to know what positions
or roles will be communicating in each network as well as who or what will be assuming these roles. There are
seven positions or participants involved in the communication networks required by SIMCAT. It should be
noted that all seven of these participants will never be involved together in any singe SIMCAT comncto
network (this will be explained in greater detail in the next section). Specifically, the participants involved and
whoever or whatever will assume these participatory roles are as follows:

0 Trainees - These include the platoon leader, platoon sergeant, TC, and TC2. The communciabon
requirements of these individuals will be restricted to those normally associated with their positions in a
tactical situation.

0 Controller/Trainer - The controller/trainer will have the ability to communicate with all trainees
(individually and collectively) as well as with the individual occupying the OPFOR position. The
purpose of these communications is to control the simulation, provide feedback, and monitor -

communication activity.

0 OPFOR - The individual playing the role of the OPFOR must be provided with a means of
communicating with the controller/trainer. Most of these communications will be related to simulation
control

L * Tank Driver - The tank driver of concern here is the driver of the tank controled by each trainee, but
not the driver of any tank controlled by the OPFOR. The driver of a trainee-controlled tank will be a
simulated, computer-controlled role capable of recognizing TC driving commands (related to direction
and rate of movement) and able to produce minimal voice outputs. Specific requirements of this role
are addressed in detail in the section on the movement functional requirements for SIMCAT

* Gunner/Loader - The gunnerAoader of concern here is the gunner/loader of the tank controlled by
each trainee, but not the gunner/loader of any tank controlled by the OPFOR. The gunner/loader of a
trainee-controlled tank will be a simulated, computer-controled role capable of recognizing firing
commands and able to produce minimal voice outputs (i.e., "Identified" and "Up"). Specific voice
input/output requirements are addressed in detail in the discussion of the engagement functional
requirements for SIMCAT.

0 FIST FO - The role of the FIST FO will be assumed by the controller/trainer in the required
communication network. The function of this role will be to receive and process indirect fire requests
from the friendly force platoon leader and/or platoon sergeant.

0 Company Team Leader - The role of the friendly force company team leader will be assumed by the
controLler/trainer. Th function of this role will be to provide normal company team leader
communications to the friendly force platoon leader and/or platoon sergeant.

Communicaon Networks

For the purpose of this discussion, communication networks or nets will be discussed in terms of the
participants who are to be provided with a capability to communicate with one another on the net and the
purpose that the net is intended to serve. SIMCAT requires four communication nets: Platoon, Company
Team, Tank Intercom (four each), and controller. Because four independent and separate tank intercom nets
are involved, SIMCAT can be thought of as requiring seven communication nets (especially from a system
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development view). However, each of the four tank intercom nets are functionally identical. Therefore, these
ne will be regarded as one.

The purposes of the four main communication nets are as follows:

0 Platoon - Tactical operations net used by all members of tank platoon (Le., trainees) for C functions.

* Company Team - Tactical operations net enabling communciations between all vehicles of the
company team. The primary purpose of this net for SIMCAT is to enable the controller/trainer to role
play a company team leader and FIST FO, thus providing the necessary interface in these roles with the
platoon leader and/or platoon sergeant.

* Tank Intercom - Involves satisfying communication requirements among each tank driver, 0
gunner/loader, and TC. The primary purpose of this net in SIMCAT is control of movement and fire.

* Controller - Used solely for simulation control purposes, this net permits communications between the
controller/trainer and OPFOR.

Table 3 provides the specifications for each of the required SIMCAT communication nets. The first .
column specifies the communication net (as described above). The second column identifies the net participants
(described earlier). It should be noted that a net paticipant can be either an individual occupying a SIMCAT
position (Le., trainee, controler/trainer, OPFOR), a role played or assumed by the controller/trainer, or a
compuer-controiled role. All participants will be permitted to transmit, receive/monitor, or both transmit and
receive/monitor.

Table 3

SIMCAT Communication Network Requirements

Communication Network Network Participants

Platoon, Platoon Leader2

Platoon Sergeant2

TC1 and TC2
Controller/Trainer

Company Team Platoon Leader2
Platoon Sergeant.
Controller/Trainer
FIST FO (role-played by controller/trainer)
Company Team Leader (role-played by controller/trainer e

Tank Intercom3 TC (i.e., platoon leader, platoon sergeant, TC1 and TC2)
(Each Trainee Tank) Gunner/Loader (computer-controlled voice I/ 0)

Driver (computer-controlled voice I/O)

Controller OPFOR

Controller/Trainer

'In SIMCAT, this net will be used to simulate both the radio Platoon Net and the Hot LOOp or wire
communicaton network used when the friendly platoon is in defense positions.

he Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant trainee positions must be capable of monitoring the Platoon and
Company Teem Net simultaneously. However. they should be able to transmit on only one net at any given time

'Pour tank intercom nae (one for each tank) are required. Each of thes nete must be independent of the other. .
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Communication Net Selection

The controller/traier, platoon leader, and platoon sergeant positions in SIMCAT will have the capability
to access several different communication nets (see Table 3). Therefore, each of these individuals must be -

provided with a means of selecting the communication net in which he wishes to transmit and/or
receive/monitor.

The platoon leader and platoon sergeant must be able to select and then access one of three SIMCAT nets:
Platoon Net, Company Team Net, and their individual Tank Intercom Net Specifically, their communication
net selection requirements dictate that they have the capability to: -

* Simultaneously monitor both the Company Team and Platoon Nets.

• Select one of three communication networks on which to transmit-Tank Intercom, Platoon, or
Company Team. They should not be permitted to transmit on more than one net at any given time.

Each TC must be capable of selecting and then transmitting and receiving on one of two nets: Platoon Net
or Tank Intercom Net. Specifically, each TC must be capable of:

" Selecting either the Tank Intercom Net or Platoon Net to monitor.

" Transmitting on either net, but not simultaneously on both.

The controller/trainer net selection requirements dictate that SIMCAT provide the controller/trainer with
the capability to:

0 Monitor the Platoon Net and Company Team Net-

* Simultaneously monitor the Platoon Net, Company Team Net, and Controller Net

* Transmit to each trainee position simultaneously over the Platoon Net.

0 Select any one of three SIMCAT communication networks on which to transmit: Platoon Net,
Company Team Net, or Controller Net

Hand and Arm Signals

When tank platoons are involved in offensive operations, hand and arm signals are often used for tank
platoon communications. Although they may occur less frequently, they are also used by tank platoons in
defensive operations. Given their frequency and the ever present need for secure communication networks, it is
imperative that SIMCAT permit and facilitate the use of hand and arm signals. Specifically, SIMCAT must
provide each of the trainee positions with the ability to: -

* Choose from 10 to 20 hand and arm signals he wishes to send.

* Send a selected hand and arm signal.

9 Select the recipient (there may be more than one) of a hand and arm signal.

0 Receive hand and arm signals.

* Recognize or determine from whom the hand and arm signal is coming.

0 Witness or observe hand and arm signals being passed between two tanks other than his own.
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The specific hand and arm signals to be incorporated in SIMCAT have yet to be determined; they will vary
depending upon the reference source used. However, it is known that there will be a minimum of 10 and a
maximum of 20 involved.

Jamming ":" "

Electronic Warfare (EW) is a very real threat on the modem battlefield and will be experienced at all
Army echelons in combat. Therefore, jamming of SIMCAT communication networks must be considered. As
currently envisioned, SIMCAT's jamming functional requirements will involve the following.

* AU jamming will b controlled by the controller/trainer.

" The controller/trainer must be provided with the ability to select the SIMCAT communication network
to be jammed (selection alternatives would be restricted to the Platoon and Company Team Nets).

* The controller/trainer must have the ability both to initiate and terminate the jamming of a net. '

" Although jamming can manifest itself on a radio net in a variety of ways (e.g., gulls, random noise,
wobbler, stepped tones), SIMCAT will be required to simulate only one manifestation.

RESOURCES AUDIT e

More often than not, events on a battlefield are a function of the resources (e.g., weapons, food, fuel)
available to the combatants involved. These resources are not inexhaustable and, once expended, can change
the course of a battle. The resources of concern to a military leader vary, depending primarily on variables such _-___

as time and distances involved. For example, a division commander would have to concern himself about food
in a major operation involving several days. A platoon leader, on the other hand, would not concern himself
about food given a movement to contact or hasty attack mission involving short distances and short duration.
However, both the division commander and platoon leaders, in the examples given, would be concerned about
other resources, such as munitions.

SIMCAT must be sensitive to resources critical to the scenarios it will simulate. This sensitivity is
imperative if negative training is to be avoided. For example, if a single MI Abrams tank is permitted to fire 50
HEAT rounds in a SIMCAT simulation (which far exceeds its basic load of HEAT), negative training would
be likely to result. Therefore, SIMCAT must maintain an audit of friendly force and OPFOR resources (i.e.,
what they started with, what has been expended, what remains, and when a resource has been exhausted).

An inventory of possible military resources would be an ambitious undertaking to develop as well as to
reflect in the design of SIMCAT. However, as stated previously, the resources about which one should be 0
concerned vary depending on the nature of the military mission (e.g., duration, distances) under question. In
SIMCAT, the focus will be on armor platoon missions or operations involving relatively short periods of time
and short traveling distances (eg., 10 to 40 kilometers). Therefore only munitions (i.e., basic loads and
expenditures of weapon systems involved) and fuel resources (i.e., fuel capacities and fuel consumption rates of
vehicles involved) will be of concern. Each of these resources and their resource audit functional requirements
will be discussed individually.

Fuel Resource Audt Requiremeta

SIMCAT should maintain an audit of the amount of fuel used per unit of distance traveled and/or per
unit of time while idling; though a MI consumes approximately an equal amount of fuel whether moving or
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idling, this may not be true for other vehicles. This requirement can be expressed in terms of a 2 X N table
where N equals the number of distinct types of fuel users (e.g., MI, T72, BMP). The first entry for each fuel
user type represents the fuel consumption for a given unit of distance traveled. Fuel consumption rates (while
vehicle is moving) can be held constant regardless of such things as movement rate, relief and other factors
which have only a marginally different effect on fuel consumption. The rcond entry for each fuel user type
represents the fuel consumption for a given unit of time while idling. Of course, fuel consumption rates while
idling will be held constant.

Although fuel resource audit functional requirements are critical to SIMCAT, accurate modeling of fuel
consumption rules does not appear to be sufficiently important to warrant extensive development effort. It -
appears suffcient that fuel consumption be computed at an approximate level. However, the controller/trainer
should have the ability to provide for low fuel level conditions for various vehicles if he chooses to initiate a
simulation at less than optimal conditions.

In summary, SIMCAT must maintain a fuel resource audit for each vehicle involved in a given simulation.
This dictates that SIMCAT:

0 Be aware of the fuel level of each vehicle when simulation is initiated.

* Audit the movement of each vehicle and time spent idling in terms of the amount of fuel expended.

* Inform the controller/trainer, appropriate trainee, or OPFOR when a vehicle has exhausted its fuel
supply. -

0 Provide a record at the conclusion of a simulation reflecting the amount of fuel consumed and the .

amount remaining for each vehicle in the simulation (necessary to provide feedback at the conclusion of
a simulation).

Munition Resource Audit Requirements

In the discussion of the engagement functional requirements for SIMCAT, all weapon systems inherent in . -
SIMCAT and their associated basic loads were specified. Given that each weapon system involved in a
SIMCAT scenario will have been identified during initialization and that SIMCAT possesses a resident record
of the basic load for each weapon system (or a decreased basic load based on controller/trainer modifications
made during initialization of a simulation), SIMCAT will be required to:

* Maintain an audit of the munition expenditures of each weapon system (i.e., rounds fired and rounds
remaining).

* Inform the controller/trainer and appropriate trainee or OPFOR when a weapon system has exhausted
a class of munitions (e.g., when all HEAT rounds in TCl's tank have been exhausted).

" Provide a record at the conclusion of a simulation reflecting the amount and, if appropriate, type of
munitions expended and remaining for each weapon system in simulation (this information is critical to
adequate trainee feedback).

As a battle simulation, one of the most critical functional requirements of SIMCAT is the representation
of time. Two types of time must be represented: real time and simulation time. Each of these will be defined
and discussed separately;, information regarding the functional requirements related to simulation time will then
follow.
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Rol time refers to the passing of time in the "real world" environmet It is continuous and cannot be
controlled. It can be represented by a dock on the wall and, in terms of this discussion, it is external to
SIMCAT. Real time relates solely to "real world cM ideration; in the case of SIMCAT, these considerations
related to such things as when to be off the simulator, when to break for lunch, or how long it takes to
complete a single SIMCAT scenario. .

Simulation tie, on the other hand, refers to the passage of time represented in SIMCArs simulated
tactical environment. This passage of time is a critical factor to the combatants (i.e., OPFOR and trainees)
involved in the tactical situation. In such an environment, am is an important cue to the existence or
nonexistence of an expected event For example, given a request for indirect fire, the requestor expects certain
events at certain times, such a a shot and splash message as well as the artillery actually impactng. Another
example would be the expectation of a platoon leader that the tanks in his platoon will simultaneously begin
some activity at a specific time. Given that the controller/trainer controls simulation time, OPFOR and
trainees can easily lose track of time. For example, if they expect artillery to impact in two minutes and the
controller/trainmer stops the simulation for five minutes and then begins it again, from their perspective, did the
artillery impact three minutes ago or will it impact in two minutes?

Given that SIMCAT must provide all simulation positions (Le, trainees, OPFOR, and controller! trainer) .
with some perception of the passage of time within the tactical environment being simulated, certain SIMCAT
simulation time functional requirements have been identified.

Simulation Time Requirements ._ _.

The primary purpose of SIMCAT is to serve as an armor platoon tactical training vehicle. As such,
SIMCAT must permit the tainer (or in this context, the controller/trainer) to stop a simulation at any point
for training purposes (e.g., to point out an error made by a trainee) and/or for administrative purposes (e.g., to
break for lunch). In addition, the controller/trainer must have the ability to replay all or a portion of a
SIMCAT simulation. Normally, this will be done at the conclusion of a simulation to show SIMCAT
paricipants what occurred and to permit the controller/trainer to review the just-completed simulation in
order to determine what feedback should be provided to the trainees.

To satsy these training-related processes, there are several time-control functional requirements SIMCAT
must satisfy. Specifically, the controller/trainer must be capable of:

• Specifying a specific simulation time he wishes to recall.

* Having accessed a specific simulation time (i.e., a point in a just-completed simulation where the
location of all friendly and OPFOR vehicles are shown), accelerating or slowing down (i.e.,
decelerating) the replay of the simulation events (either forward or backward in time).

* Stopping or freezing in place an in-process simulation or replay of a just-completed simulation.

0 Determining the simulation time (as defined previously) in either an in-progress simulation or a replay
of a just-completed simulation.

While a simulation is in progre SIMCAT must allow the controller/trainer to note simulation times
related to critical events or conditions that he may want to recall at the conclusion of the simulation. This _.
capability will provide the controller/trainer an easy and expedient means of noting points in the simulation
(which may prove critical to feedback) without disrupting the flow and, therefore, the fidelity of the simulation.
Given this capability, the controller/trainer can review a portion of the just-completed simulation not only in
the context of what occurred before the critical incident, but in the context of events/conditions that occurred
afterwards. The events/conditions that occurred following a critical point notation made during the simulation

,.;,...,
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may render invalid the concerns that t controller/trainer may have had at the time he made the time
notation. This critical feature of SIMCj. should discourage the controller/trane from stopping an in-

* progress simulation and thereby disrupting its flow and fidelity. Such a situation could occur, for example, if a
controller/trainer were to stop an in-progre simulation to point out that there were no tanks in overwatch
only to find out, that in fact, there wer and that he had overlooked that detail.

TIM R prPeu 4utaton Requi.rem -

Simulation time can be presented using an analog device (e.g., clock or watch with hands) or a digital
device (e., dock or watch with displayed numbers). While either approach can be used to represent time to
the SIMCAT participants, the participants must be made aware of the folowing:

0 The sgr% of time. Participants must be made aware that simulation time has started (or restarted in
h nt that simulation time has been stopped by the controller/trainer).

0 The passage of time. Participants must be provided the simulation time and be made aware that
simulation time is passig. SIMCAT must be capable of presenting simulation time to the participants
at normal, accelerated, or decelerated rates.

0 The stopping of time. Participants must be made aware that simulation time has been stopped
whenever the controller/trainer decides to stop it. -

* The resetting of time. If the controller/trainer decides to reset simulation time to an earlier or later
point, the participants must be made aware of this fact and must be shown the point at which the time
has been reset

POST-SIMMLATION
SIMCAT differs from a highly structured procedural or part-task trainer having predetermined conditionm,

actions and standards. Instead, SIMCAT is a tactical trainer in which only the initial conditions are set (Le.,
terrain, TO&E of two opposing forces, and conflicting missions). As a result, a multitude of events, acton, ""
and conditions will occur at a very rapid rate during the course of any single SIMCAT simulation. Added to
this is the fact that the couditions, events, actions and outcomes of each scenario simulated in SIMCAT will be
unique, making the problem of "what" feedback to provide and "how" to provide it a serious issue. These
conditions dictate that SIMCAT must provide the controller/trainer access to various data in various forms
(e.g., visual, audio, hard copy) from which he can determine what feedback to provide the trainees and how to
provide it. The requirements associated with providing feedback have been labeled post-simulation functional
requirements.

Post-simulation functonal requirements are defined as the SIMCAT processes necessary to support the
controller/trainer responsibility to provide feedback to tie Post-simulation functional requirements fall
into three categories: visual playback, audio or cmucations playback, and hard copy outputs.

Visu Playback Re m

One critical aspect of providing feedback related to tactical environments is the ability to reconstruct
events, actions, or conditions. In SIMCAT, each of the positions involved will be provided a different
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perspective of events as they occur. In addition, as the information processing capabilities of each position
become overloaded during a simulation, the ability of the trainee to recall events, conditions, or actions
accurately will be severely limited. Therefore, SIMCAT must have the capability to record events, conditions,
and actions as they occur with total accuracy. This recall requirement of SIMCAT, coupled with the need to
reconstruct events, conditions, and actions, has resulted in the identification of the following visual playback -- -

functional requirements:

0 The controller/trainer must be able to specify a simulation tim in hours and minutes (e.g., I hour, 31
minutes or 1113 hours) and have SIMCAT recall the situation at that point in time in a just-completed
or temporarily halted simulation.

" Given a simulation time, the controller/traine must be able to specify which perspective he wishes to
see (i.e., whatever was seen on the display of the controller/trainer, OPFOR or any one of the

* trainees).
" The controller/traimn must be able to display perspectives at different SIMCAT positions

simultaneosly. Suppose, for example, that a controller/trainer wishes to review a situation in which a
MI tank was destroyed by a SAGGER. To reconstuct this event, it would be advantageous to display
simultaneously the perspective of the controller/trainer (Le., God's-eye view of all vehicles involved),
the OPFOR (i.e., what the OPFOR saw at the time), and the trainee whose tank was destroyed. . -
Accomplishing this, the controller/trainer can review the situation from the point of view of each
participant and point out what should have happened (e.g., "This is what the OPFOR saw;, you should
have detected him, and/or had someone in overwatch").

0 Given a simulation time, perspective, and station selection, the controler/trainer must have the ability
to move forward or backward at either an accelerated or a decelerated rate.

Audio or Communicaios Playback Raquseme- ts
...'. -.. -...

It is understood that SIMCAT will be, among other thins, a vehicle for traiing command, control, and
communication in a tank platoon. Therefore, it is important that, at the conclusion of a simulation, the
controller/trainer be provided the ability to review (prior to providing feedback to trainees) and reconstruct
(while providing feedback to trainees) communications which occurred during the just-completed or
temporarily halted simulation. This need dictates that SIMCAT record any mm aos) that occurred
during the simulation and provide the controller/trainer the ability to access and recall it. Given these
controller/trainer feedback requirements, the following audio or communications post-simulation functional
requirements have been identified: .-..-

* The controller/trainer must be able to select the SIMCAT communicaton net he wishes to access (i.e.,
Controller Net, Company Team Net, or Platoon Net, defined and addressed in detail in the discussion
of the SIMCAT Communication Functional Requirements). *:..::-:,

9 H~aving selected the communication net he wishes to access, the controller/trainer must be able to
specify the simulation time (or point in the net's recording) that he wishes to access (eg., 1 hour, 31

minutes). SIMCAT must then "turn back the dock" to the point designated by the controller/trainer
on the communication net specified.

* Given the commnunication net and simulation time, the controller/trainer must be provided the ability
to move forward or backward from that point, and to hear what was communicated. He must be able
to move forward or backward at one of three rate: real time, accelerated time, or decelerated time. It
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should be noted that the controller/trainer no doubt will synchronize visual playbacks with audio or
communication playbacks,

S Given that SIMCAT will have more than one communicaion output channel (e.g, a "squawk box" at
the controlerl/trainer station, one for each trainee position), the controller/trainer mutm be able to select
the communication output channel on which he wishes the communications to be played. It should
also be anticipated that the controller/trainer may desire to play back two synchronized communi-
cation nets susly.

Hard Copy Output Requirements

Although the conditions, events, actions, and outcomes of each scenario simulated in SIMCAT will be
unique, it can be anticipated that certain data may be critical when providing feedback to the trainees. These
data requirements can be viewed as serving two purposes. First, they will provide the controller/trainer with
dues about both good and poor performance. As such, the data could prompt the controller/trainer to look for
additional information. Suppose, for example, that SIMCAT provided the controiler/trainer with a hard copy
output outlining when (in simulation time) each friendly vehicle was destroyed or damaged and which
OPFOR weapon system caused the destruction or damage. The controller/tainer could use these data to
identify the visual and audio or communication points (i.e., simulation tim) that he should play back to
determine what happened and what feedback, if any, should be provided. The predetermined data could also
be used in output form as direct feedback to the trainees, therby providing each traiee with a listing of the
number, type, and time he fired main gun rounds and the OPFOR casualties, if any, that resulted.

Identfying and specifying post-simulation hard copy output requirements for SIMCAT (i.e., content and
format) normally requires several analyses (e.g., traning objectives, possible events) and a sequential
development process. Given the time constraints associated with the development of SIMCAT's fnctional
requirements, however, the procedures normally followed in identifying and specifying the hard copy output ,
requirements cannot be executed. Therefore, the SIMCAT hard copy output functional requirements presented
here should be considered preliminary and, as such, subject to change.

As currently envisioned, the post-simulation bard copy outputs for SIMCAT fall into three categories:
simulation summary, individual weapon system summary, and indirect fire utilization summary. Each of these
is explained below. f.

4 Simulation Summary - This output provides a complete summary of a completed simulation. It is
composed of four parts: general information, OPFOR summary, friendly force summary, and a
chronological list of losse The general information part of this output contains the simulation time
(i.e., duration of the simulated scenario), playing time (i.e., actual time required to "play" the
simulation), identification and date of the scenario played, and names of the individuals responsible for
each of the SIMCAT positions. The next two parts provide a brief summary for each of the opposing .
forces (i.e., OPFOR and friendly force), specifying the mission of each force, amount of indirect fire
alocae beginning TO&Es, and losses at the conclusion of the simulation. The fourth and last pan of
this output contains a chronological listing of lose Losses, in this context, are defined as the
destruction or damaging of either an OPFOR or friendly force vehicle. Listed in the sequence they
occurred, each Ios is specified in terms of the simulation time at which the loss occurred, the nature of
the los (L., OPFOR or friendly force vehicle, type of vehicle, and which vehicle, eg., PSG's Tank), .. '-

the cause of the loss (indirect fire or, if the result of a direct fire weapon, which vehicle caused the . -.
casualty) and the location of the vehicle when it was lost (its grid coordinate). A sample of this output
is shown in Figure 1. ',.
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Figure 1: SAMPLE OUTPUT OF SIMULATION SUMMARY
*. a.

41 Idivdua taThis output would be produced for each of the weapon
systemans for a MI two difrent Individual Weapon System
Summaries would be produced, Le., one each for the tank main gUn and the coax. The heading of this
output would identify the weapon system bei summarized (e., PWoon Lmde's Tank Main Gun
Summary) " in parentes, the am of the individual respomible for that weapon system dunng

.. ~:the simulation (.. 2LT J. L 08g). In addidon, this output is comprised of two paru: the summary
a-d th eppmment recd. In the summary part, the type and number of rounds that the weapon

:m) i sy rm red with would be matd. This would be filowed by dentifiesion of the rounds expended
e".prem in m of both a perentag and number. The m n range at which urges were enped.
with the weapon system would then be ezqrese in museI A sumumary of the efliects when uin each
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type of round would then be shown. Thi summary would ist each targt (e4g1, Bmp) that was hit
ungthat type of round and the actual effect (e, destroyed or damaged) on the target. Finally, a

rounds per hit ratio would be computed and noted (eg, 1.5 rounds per hit), The enagement record
portion of this output would provide a chronological listing of data related to each time the weapon -

being summarized was fired. Here the time and type of round fired (if applicable) as well as the
location of the weapon system when the round was fired (expressed by a grid coordinat),teyp of
target being engaged. range of target (expressed in meters) and eft (eg, imed destroyed), ifmay,
would be noted. The last entry in the engagement recor would always be oither the time, locaton and
what caused the weapon system being summarized to be destroyed, or a notation that the weapon
System survvd IMtAMt At the time the simulation was terminated. A sample of this output is showu in ~

(ilJ. K. 0009)
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Figure 2: SAMPLE OUTPUT OF INDIVIDUAL WEAPON SYSTEM SUMMARY-

0 ! Firemoti umar - A summary of indirect fire usage would be produced for both the
OP adixedly forcs output would be composed of two parts the summary and the
utiuiration record. In the summary part, a summary of the indirect fire allocated (by fuze type and.;
number of rounds), and used (in terms of both a number and percege) would be provided along
with thir effects (expressed in terms of type and number of vehicles destroyed or damaged), including
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efi , if any. A umple of this output i shown in Fgre 3. x
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Figure 3: SAMPLE OUTPUT OF INDIRECT FIRE UTILIZATION SUMMARY
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